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arbitrary voice once the speech parameters such as
LPC coefficients and residual signal are obtained.

Abstract
The speech pitch-scale modification that can
change the tone and the prosody is useful in the
applications of privacy protection and entertainment.
The analysis-synthesis method is one of the
approaches for pitch-scale modification. It provides
the freedom for synthesizing arbitrary voices once
the speech parameters such as LPC coefficients and
residual signals are obtained. In this paper we
propose a pitch-scale modification method based on
formant extraction from resampled speech. A dualresampling mechanism is used to obtain the
modified formants and modified pitch harmonics,
respectively. In addition, the cross-correlation
coefficients are calculated to locate the
synchronization point, i.e., the pitch mark.
Experimental results show that the speech can be
successfully modified to different timbre and tone
with high quality.

A pitch-scale modification method based on
formant extraction from resampled speech is
proposed. The formants, which are the spectrum
envelopes of speech signals, can be extracted by
LPC analysis. This formant extraction procedure,
so-called de-formant, eliminates the short-term
correlation incurred by vocal tract filter. The
frequency response of LPC synthesis filter
determines the timbre of synthesized speech. The
residual signals mainly consist of long-term
components, the pitch harmonics, which determine
the tone of speech and can be easily modified by
using the resampling technique [4][5][6][7]. A dualresampling mechanism is used to obtain the
modified formants and modified pitch harmonics,
respectively. The pitch-scale modification mentioned
above is only performed in voiced frames because
they have high energy and are relatively stable. In
addition, the cross-correlation coefficients are
calculated to locate the synchronization point, i.e.,
the pitch mark. Pitch synchronization will then be
performed to produce the modified speech output.

1. Introduction
Speech transformation changes the speech
signals in two directions. The first is to change the
speed of the speech signal in the time domain, called
time scaling. It is the process of compressing or
stretching the time basis of the speech signal without
changing its spectral contents. The second is to
change the tone of the speech signal, called pitch
scaling. It modifies the spectrum of the signal
without changing its playback time. These two
speech transformation functions are important in
many applications such as speech transmission and
storage, audio-visual systems, speech recognition,
and text to speech conversion. The time scaling
modification is relatively easy that can be performed
by TD-PSOLA technique with very good
performance [1][2]. Therefore we focus on the pitch
scaling speech transformation in this work.

The rest of this paper is divided into three
sections. Section 2 describes the proposed method of
pitch-scale modification based on resampling.
Section 3 shows some experiment results. Finally,
conclusions are made in section 4.

2. The proposed system
The proposed pitch-scale modification system
architecture is shown in Figure 1. The first step is the
voiced/unvoiced decision. The proposed pitch-scale
modification is only performed in voiced frames
because they have high energy and are relatively
stable. For a voiced frame, the pitch period is
estimated and if it is in the transition region, from
either voiced to unvoiced or unvoiced to voiced, it
will be divided into two sub-frames for a better time
resolution. Both sub-frames will be decided as
voiced or unvoiced with the same procedure,
respectively. The core of the proposed system is the
pitch modification and formant modification. The
basic concept is shown in Figure 2, in which the
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pitch and formant are separately modified based on
the resampling method and finally combined.

is below the threshold will result in an unvoiced
decision as shown in Figure 3.
The speech samples of frame s(n) are filtered by
high-pass filter.
(a) Energy of signal Es:
Figure 3: Voiced/Unvoiced decision
The speech samples of frame s(n) are filtered by
high-pass filter and the following three parameters
are calculated.
(a) Energy of signal Es:
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where N is the length of frame, ε is a small positive
constant.
(b) Normalized energy of prediction error Ep' :
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where Ep is the energy of prediction signal, αk is the
predictor coefficient, and

φ (i, k ) =

Figure 1: System architecture
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is the (i ,k) term of covariance matrix of the speech
samples.
(c) Normalized autocorrelation coefficient with
unit delay R1 :
N

Figure 2: The basic concept of pitch modification and
formant modification

R1 =

A very important step is the pitch
synchronization that solves the problem of out-ofsynchronization between the current frame and the
previous frame. Finally, the synthesized speech is
obtained after the low-pass filter. The details of each
major block are discussed as follows.
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2.2 Pitch estimation
When estimating the pitch period, a method
called circular average magnitude difference
function (CAMDF) [9] is often used and it is defined
as:

2.1 Voiced/Unvoiced decision

N −1

D ( k ) = ∑ sw ( mod ( n + k , N ) ) − sw ( n )

The speech signal is first classified as either
voiced or unvoiced. Each frame is tested based on
three parameters [8]: energy of signal, normalized
energy of prediction error, and normalized
autocorrelation with unit delay. Any parameter that

(6)

n =0

Figure 4 shows an example of CAMDF result
of a voiced speech segment. By detecting the local
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minima of CAMDF, the candidates of pitch period
are obtained.

2.4 Pitch synchronization
The pitch across two frames is often out of
synchronization when the pitch period or the frame
length is changed. Pitch synchronization in this work
contains two steps: one is the window extraction; the
other is the search of synchronization position. The
cross-correlation function is first calculated as
N

R(τ ) = ∑ Xp ( n) × Xc ( n + τ )

(7)

n =1

where Xp is the signal of the previous frame and
Xc is the signal of the current frame.
(a) Window extraction
The signal in the current window will be
changed when performing the pitch-scale
modification. It is important to find the highcorrelation window achieve pitch synchronization.
We compute the backward cross-correlation between
the residual frame of the previous window and the
current window to find the high-correlation window.
The maximum length of shift is the pitch period.
This procedure is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 4: Example of CAMDF [8]. (a) voiced speech
segment. (b) CAMDF result

2.3 Pitch modification and formant
modification

30 ms

Once the voiced speech is resampled, its
formant structure and pitch harmonics in spectral
domain will be changed at the same time. However,
the variation of formants between natural voices is
usually different from that of pitch harmonics. Thus
a dual-resampling mechanism is used to perform
pitch modification and formant modification, as
shown in Figure 5.

: Residual frame
Previous frame

Backward cross-correlation

Interpolated
current frame

(a)

Previous frame

Interpolated
current frame

Extracted
current frame

Figure 5: The block diagram of pitch modification
and formant modification

30 ms

(b)
By using different resampling ratios, the tone
and timbre of speech can be changed independently.

Figure 6: Procedure of pitch synchronization. (a)
Backward cross-correlation. (b) Window extraction.
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(b) Search of pitch synchronization

2.5 Frame boundary compensation

By calculating the forward and backward crosscorrelation, we can find the position of
synchronization between the previous window and
the current window. The maximum cross-correlation
values of these two searches are obtained as

Since the signal at frame boundary may not be
continuous, a triangle window is used to smooth the
synthesized signal between the previous frame and
the current frame, as illustrated in Figure 8. Finally,
the synthesized signal is filtered by a low-pass filter
to remove high frequency noise.

Max _ RB = max(RB(τ )) , τ B = max−1(RB(τ ))

(9)

where τF is the shift of maximum forward crosscorrelation and τB is the shift of maximum
backward cross-correlation.

30 ms
20 ms
Previous frame
after inverse filter

Figure 7(a) shows the method of forward search,
which is calculated between the current window and
the previous window. The maximum length of right
shift in the current window is half of pitch period.
Then, we obtain the start SτF and end EτF position
of current window from the shift of the maximum
forward cross-correlation.

τF

Current frame
after inverse filter

Output

Figure 7(b) shows method of backward search,
and the way of search is reverse to the forward
search. The maximum length of left shift in the
current window is also half of pitch period. Then, we
obtain the start SτB and end EτB position of current
window from the shift of the maximum forward
cross-correlation.

(a)

30 ms
20 ms
Previous frame
after inverse filter

Only one of these two searches is chosen as the
new pitch position based on the maximum value of
cross-correlation.

Previous
frame

Current frame
after inverse filter

τB

Residual frame

Output

τF

SτF

(b)
EτF

Current frame

Figure 8: Frame boundary compensation. (a) with
forward search. (b) with backward search.

(a)

Because of the discontinuity of signals between
the previous frame and current frame, the
synthesized signal is interpolated on the frame
boundary and the compensated window boundary.
This smoothing method is shown in Figure 9.

Previous frame
Residual frame

τB
SτB
Current frame

: original point
: first moved point
: second moved point

EτB

(b)

Figure 7: Search of pitch synchronization. (a)
Forward search. (b) Backward search.
Figure 9: Smoothing method
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3. Experimental results

4. Conclusion

To evaluate the performance of the proposed
method, an informal subjective assessment of mean
opinion score (MOS) evaluation is used. The speech
quality assessment includes intelligibility (I),
distortion (D) and naturalness (N), all are ranged
from 1 to 5 with 5 meaning the best. These MOS
evaluation results of male-to-female and female-tomale modifications are shown in Table 1 and Table 2,
respectively. The evaluation results, shown as in
these tables, indicate that when the pitch
modification ratio is higher than 1/2, the experiment
results are satisfactory and the speech signals sound
natural.

A pitch-scale modification method based on
formant extraction from resampled speech is
proposed. The proposed method can successfully
synthesize high quality speech. By changing the
pitch and formant resampling ratios, this method can
direct control the variation of formant structure and
pitch harmonics separately. Experimental results
show that the speech can be successfully modified to
different timbre and tone with high quality.
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